there is a unique smallest positive divisor Z, with support \Jί =1 Yu suc^ that Z-Y^O for all ΐ. Z is called the fundamental divisor. We also have the divisor of the maximal ideal, M, given by where m< = min te m' {Wi(t)} and w i is the valuation determined by Yi £ Y. In general Z <; M. Artin [1, Theorem 4] shows that if Spec (A) has a rational singularity, then Z = M on every resolution. Laufer [4, Theorem 3.13 ] proves that if Spec (A) has a minimally elliptic double point singularity, then Z -M on every resolution. Laufer also gives examples of double point singularities for which Z < M. His surfaces have defining equation z 2 = f(x, y) , where f(x, y)ek [[x, y] ], jf(O, 0) = 0, and f(x, y) is reducible at (0, 0).
In this paper we show that if f(x, y) has even order or if f(x, y) has odd order and is irreducible at (0, 0), then Z -M on the minimal resolution of z 2 = fix, y) . In §1 we give a method for obtaining a specific resolution of Spec (A) [3] . In §2 we perform some necessary computations with Z and M, and in §3 we give the proofs of the theorems. [[x, y] ] implies that A, too, is the integral closure of k [[x, y] ] in L. Also, since A is local, /(0, 0) = 0 [8, Ch. V, Theorem 34] .
We wish to obtain a resolution of the singularity of the surface Spec (A). Thus we wish to find a nonsingular surface W and a proper map π:W-> Spec (A) such that π induces an isomorphism between W -π'\m r ) and Spec (A) -m', where m f denotes the maximal ideal of A. Let R -k[[x, y] ] and let m denote the maximal ideal of R. Let φ: V-»Spec (iϋ) be a proper birational map obtained by successively belonging up closed points. Let φ~\m) -X -X 1 U U X n , where the Xi are distinct irreducible curves on F. Let D be the divisor of f(x, y) on V. Then D = Ό γ + D 2 , where D x has support in X and i) 2 does not involve any X i9 It is well known that we can find V so that (A)red = Σ?=i -X"i ^a s on ly normal crossings and A is nonsingular. Each Xi Q V gives rise to a valuation x t on the function field of V. Call X t an odd (even) curve if Vi{f{x, y)) is odd (even). Suppose Xi and X^i Φ j) are both odd curves such that X t X s = 1. Let us blow up the point of intersection of X t and X 3 . Then we obtain an even curve E such that E X t = J5 X, -1 and X^ Xy = 0, where X< and X ά are the proper transforms of X t and Xy. Thus we may assume that no two odd curves meet. Now let V be the normalization of V in L. Then we get the following commutative diagram:
We claim that π is a resolution of spec (A), i.e., that V is nonsingular. This follows easily from Proposition 1. In fact, let S be the local ring of a point on V. Let fix, y)S -an a v h , where {u, v} is a regular system of parameters for S and a is a unit. Then S', the integral closure of S, is also the integral closure of S [z] , where Let m' denote the maximal ideal of A. Note that π~\m r ) = g~^~\m) -g~\X). Thus, to find the irreducible components of π~\m') we must see how the curves XiQV behave under normalization. The rules are as follows and are easily deduced from the above description of S'
(1) If Xi is and odd curve, then its reduced inverse image in V is an isomorphic copy of X t . This is because each point of X t has just one point lying above it in V (check locally).
(2) If X t is an even curve meeting no odd curves, then in V' f Xt splits into two disjoint copies of itself. This follows because Xi = P' and the ramification points of X i are precisely the points of intersection of X t with odd curves. Note that N = 2g + 2, where N is the number of ramification points of X t and g is the genus of the inverse image of X t in V.
(3) If Xi is an even curve meeting some odd curves, then the inverse image of X έ in V is a two fold branched cover of X t . This again follows from the local algebra. In this case, each even curve must meet an even number of odd curves. This follows from the formula N = 2g + 2.
Note that if X 4 is an even curve in X meeting at most three other curves, then the inverse image of X t in V is rational.
We wish to determine the self-intersection numbers of the inverse images of the X i from the numbers (Xf). The rules are as follows.
(1) If X t is an odd curve, then the self-inter section number of the inverse image of Xi in V is (Xί)/2.
(2) If Xi is an even curve meeting no odd curves, then in V each component of the inverse image of X* has self-intersection number equal to (Xf).
(3) If Xi is an even curve which meets some odd curves, then the self-intersection number of the inverse image of Xi in V is 2(Xf).
Let us prove rule one (the proofs of the other two rules are similar). Let Z t denote the inverse image of X im Let g be as in diagram (*), g z . be g restricted to Z if ί x .: X* -> F and i z .: Zi -• V be inclusions, and let & v and & v , denote structure sheaves. Then
See [5, Ch. IV, §13] for details.
Note that m'&γ, is locally principal.
2* Definitions and computations* Let π: V -* Spec (A) be as before and let π~\m f ) = XJ U U X s \ where the X\ are distinct irreducible curves on V.
Let α 4 = min ίem {v t (t)} and let α = min tte »'W(w)}> where v< and vj are the valuations determined by Xi QV and Xί Q F'. Define a divisor M on F' by:
Λf is called the divisor of the maximal ideal. The αί can be computed from the a t as follows. If Xi is an odd curve and X) is the reduced inverse image of X i9 then a) = 2^. If Xi is an even curve meeting some odd curves and X) is the inverse image of X if then a' β -a t . Finally, if X t is an even curve meeting no odd curves and if the inverse image of X i is X) U Xί, then a' ό = a[ = α ίβ The proofs of these rules are straightforward.
On the other hand, there is another important divisor on F' called the fundamental divisor, which we denote by Z. As in Artin [1, page 132] , Z is the unique positive divisor on V such that:
(1) Z Xl ^ 0, for every i, (2) if C is a divisor such that C X ^O for every i, then
Let R be a normal two-dimensional local ring with maximal ideal q. For simplicity, assume that the residue field of R is algebraically closed. Let us also prove a lemma which will be useful in §3. 
With Z and M as above, if M
Note that m'tfΎ is not invertible in the above corollary since m'6? γ is invertible if and only if M 2 = -2. Let us make the following two remarks. If Z 2 = -2 on some resolution, then i£ 2 = -2 on every resolution [6, Proposition 2.9] and hence Z = M on every resolution by Proposition 3. Again using Proposition 3, if Z < M on some resolution, then we must have that M 2 = -2 and Z 2 --1. We need the following general proposition. PROPOSITION 3* Statements and proofs of the theorems. The purpose of this section is to prove that Z equals M in the minimal resolution of certain double points of surfaces, among which are those in whose defining equation z 2 = f(x, y), f(x, y) is irreducible. We will show, for these double points, that Z equals M either in the resolution V described in §1 or in the resolution obtained by blowing down a certain curve on V'. Note that M is locally principal on F ; , so that Z = M on V if and only if Z 2 = -2, and in that case Z = M on every resolution. Now the minimal resolution can be obtained from V by a succession of blowing downs [2, 7] , Hence the following proposition will imply that if Z equals M on some resolution then Z = M on the minimal one. PROPOSITION 
Le£ Z be the fundamental divisor for a resolution of Spec (it!), where R is as in Proposition

Let R be a normal two-dimensional local ring with algebraically closed residue field and maximal ideal q. Suppose λ: Y->Spec(R) is a resolution of the singularity of Spec R. Let h: Y' ->
But by assumption Z γ , = M γ , f and thus h~\M γ ) = Z γ ,. Now [6, Proposition 2.9] shows that Z γ , -h~\Z γ ), and thus h~\M γ ) = h'\Z γ ), which implies that jfcf r = Z γ .
We now commence to prove that Z equals M on V for certain double points. with ^ and α J denoting the valuations determined by X t £ V and Xί £ V 7 . Then X t is an even curve and M 1 X 1 = -1. If X t meets no odd curves in X, then g'\X^ is a disjoint union of two curves isomorphic to X γ and the intersection number of M with each of these curves is -1. But this condition is incompatible with Z < M by Proposition 4. If X 1 meets some odd curves, then we have that 
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Proof. Let X t be as in the proof of Theorem 1 and let X c be defined similarly as curves and on V for c -2, •••, n. Then X 1 is an odd curve and we set X[ = (g~ι(Xd)red We have two cases to consider.
(1) Suppose that the first quadratic transform of f(x, y) has the same multiplicity as f(x, y). Then on V we have that X λ X 2 = 1 and X^Xj = 0 for j > 2. Thus (Xΐ) = -2 and so (XO 2 = -1 since X 1 is an odd curve. Note also that X[ is rational since X L is odd. Thus we can apply the corollary to Proposition 4 (k 0 = 1).
Let us make two remarks here before continuing with the proof. Since fix, y) is irreducible at (0, 0) it is easy to see that X* is rational for all i. This follows because it can be shown that each X t meets at most 3 other curves in X and thus the genus of an even curve meeting some odd curves is (N -2)/2, where N must be 2. Also note that the proof of Case 1 above still holds if we assume instead that some quadratic transform of f(x, y) has the same multiplicity as f (x, y) , where f(x, y) is not necessarily irreducible at (0, 0).
(2) Suppose the first quadratic transform of f(x, y) does not have the same multiplicity as f(x, y). Assume that Z < M on V. Then Proposition 4 shows that there exists an integer i 0 such that Z-X' iQ = -1, Z X'j = 0 for j Φ i 0 , and a' h = 1. It is clear from the definition of the integers a t that a γ = a 2 = 1 and a t > 1 for i > 2. We have two possibilities to check. Suppose that X 2 is an odd curve. Let X[ -(g~\X 2 ))red Then since X x and X 2 are odd curves we have that a[ = a[ -2 and a' 2 ^ 2 for i > 2. This contradicts Proposition 4 since αί 0 must be 1. Now suppose that X 2 is an even curve. Since f(x, y) is irreducible it can easily be checked that X 2 meets only one other curve in X. In fact, if (XI) = -c, then X 2 meets only X e+1 . This curve cannot be odd since each even curve meets an even number of odd curves, as stated in §1. Thus X 2 meets no odd curves and so g~ι{X 2 ) consists of two disjoint isomorphic copies of X 2f say X' 2 and X[. Now a[ -2 and a\ ^ 2 for i > 3. Thus, since αj o = 1, i 0 must be either 2 or 3. But if Z has nonzero intersection number with one of X' 2 and X' z , then it must have it with the other. In fact, the automorphism of L = UL(Z) given by z\-+ -z leaves Z fixed and interchanges X[ and XJ. Thus we have a contradiction since Proposition 4 insists that i 0 must be unique.
